Spartacus Super Colossal ReelsTM

MORE SUPER SPARTACUS










Before the reel spin initiates, some SPARTACUS symbols on reels 1 to 4 of the main
reel set may be replaced with SUPER SPARTACUS symbols.
SUPER SPARTACUS symbol cannot appear on reel 5 of the main reel set.
SUPER SPARTACUS symbol can only appear on the Super Colossal Reels set
through a Wild Transfer.

SUPER SPARTACUS WILDS RESPIN
A respin is awarded whenever a SUPER SPARTACUS Wild Transfer occurs.
The originating spin is evaluated, and SUPER SPARTACUS symbols become
SPARTACUS symbols and are held in place for one respin. The respin is then
initiated.
If further SUPER SPARTACUS symbol stacks appear in the respin, another respin is
awarded.
The maximum amount of consecutive respins is 9.

MEGA WILDS










Mega Wilds are oversized SPARTACUS or SUPER SPARTACUS symbols that are
2 reels in width.
Before the reel spin initiates, Mega Wild symbols may spin over 2 adjacent reels on
reels 1 to 4 of the main reel set.
Only one stack of Mega Wilds can occur on any single spin.
Mega Wilds observe the same rules as normal Wilds in regard to transfers and
respins.
Gold Mega Wilds and SUPER SPARTACUS symbols cannot appear on the same
spin on the main reel set.
Blue Mega Wilds and SUPER SPARTACUS symbols cannot appear on the same
spin on the main reel set.
In Base Game, if a combination of Gold Mega Wilds and SPARTACUS symbols
cover an entire reel on the main reel set, an entire reel of SPARTACUS symbols is
transferred to the corresponding reel on the Super Colossal Reels set.
In Free Spins, Gold Mega Wilds and SPARTACUS symbols cannot appear on the
same spin on the main reel set.
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WILD TRANSFERS






If an entire reel of SPARTACUS symbol or SUPER SPARTACUS symbol appears
on the main reel set, an entire reel of the same symbol is transferred to the
corresponding reel on the Super Colossal Reels set.
Wild Transfers will not cover Wild multipliers.
Any Wild Transfer covering a COLOSSEUM symbol creates a COLOSSEUM/WILD
symbol.
COLOSSEUM/WILD symbol behaves as both a WILD symbol and a COLOSSEUM
symbol.

FREE SPINS BONUS











3 or more scattered COLOSSEUM symbols trigger the Free Spins Bonus.
COLOSSEUM symbol only appears on reels 1, 3, and 5 of each reel set.
3 COLOSSEUM symbols award 8 free spins and 2x total bet.
4 COLOSSEUM symbols award 12 free spins and 5x total bet.
5 or 6 COLOSSEUM symbols award 20 free spins and 20x total bet.
Winning combinations are identical to the base game.
50x and 100x symbols are only available in Free Spins.
50x and 100x are WILD for all symbols, except for COLOSSEUM symbol, and pays
50x and 100x respectively when involved in a winning combination.
Free Spins can be retriggered a maximum of 10 times.
In Free Spins, any Wild landing on a reel will fill the remaining positions on the reel
with corresponding Wild symbols and initiate a Wild Transfer.
Any visible COLOSSEUM symbol covered by Wilds becomes a COLOSSEUM/WILD
symbol.

GAME RULES
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Play 100 lines.
Only highest winner paid per winning combination.
All line pays are multiplied by the current total bet divided by 20.
Line pays must occur on adjacent reels, beginning with the leftmost reel.
Wins that occur on all lines played are added to the total win.
The game displays the stake across 5 lines.
Each reel set uses a unique set of reels.
Scatter pays are paid in addition to line pays.
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o
o
o
o
o

o

Only the highest scatter win is paid in each game.
Scatter wins are awarded for symbols appearing in any position on the reels for any
number of played lines and paid in addition to line wins.
Each reel set is evaluated independently.
All pays in credits.
Any combination of wins in a single game is limited and will not exceed €250,000.00.
It may not be possible to reach this limit in a single game from every stake
configuration.
Malfunction voids all plays and pays.

HTML Help Page Disclaimers












DISCLAIMERS
In accordance with fair gaming practices, the outcome of each and every game is
completely independent.
The chances of getting a particular outcome are always the same at the start of
every game.
A stable internet connection is required.
In the event of a disconnection please relaunch the game to complete any
outstanding transactions.
All awards shown are per symbol, per winning line.
Free Spin uses the same award card as the base game spin that triggered the Free
Spins.

HOW TO PLAY
Select your stake.
To adjust the STAKE, use the '+' and '-' buttons to increase or decrease the size of
your stake.
Press the SPIN button to initiate the game.

LEGAL NOTICES



In accordance with fair gaming practices, the outcome of each and every game is
completely independent.
The expected return for this game is 96.76%. This reflects the theoretical return
across many plays.
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